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NWP centers define assimilation strategies, and
guides the climate community in the generation of
climate data records. In a new study published in
Advances in Atmospheric Sciences, Dr. Fabien
Carminati of the UK Met Office and his colleagues
build upon the maturity and experience gained from
the assessment of previous platforms from the
FY-3 program to evaluate the instruments onboard
FY-3-D and to support China in generating highquality satellite data for a wide range of weather
and climate applications. The analysis shows that
the data quality of all three instruments has
improved with respect to the instruments onboard
FY-3C and generally compares well to that of
reference U.S. instruments. The assimilation of
FY-3-D microwave observations in the Met Office
NWP system has a positive impact, reducing the
error of global weather forecasts by a small but
significant 0.1% on average.
Observations from FY-3-D microwave instruments
not only benefit both the NWP and climate
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communities by complementing the current
observing system but also ensure the continuity of
Earth observations between FY-3C and FY-3E. The
China's FengYun-3 (FY-3) satellite program is an assimilation of microwave observations at the Met
Office and other NWP centers leads to improved
important part of the Earth observing system and
weather forecasts, better resilience to extreme
provides observations for numerical weather
prediction (NWP), reanalyses, and climate studies. weather events, and more accurate climate
The latest platform in the program, FY-3-D, carries predictions and monitoring. This also has the
the Microwave Temperature Sounder 2 (MWTS-2), potential to improve downstream activities in
sectors as varied as economics, agriculture, or
the Microwave Humidity Sounder 2 (MWHS-2),
energy, and provide a firmer basis for management
and the Microwave Radiation Imager (MWRI).
and decision making.
Together, these instruments have radiometric
capability spanning the microwave domain from 10
to 183 GHz and provide valuable information on
surface and atmospheric temperature, humidity,
and wind.
Data quality assessment is a fundamental step that
leads to the optimal use of a new instrument, helps
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Illustration of FY-3D MWRI observations at 89 GHz on 25
July 2019. Credit: Fabien Carminati
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